Want to find patterns in millions of texts?

Tufts Digital Text Analysis: Topic Modeling Workshop
Oct. 14 – 15
Data Lab, Tisch Library, Room 203, 35 Professors Row
With Thomas Koentges,
Assistant Professor in Digital Humanities,
University of Leipzig

Oct. 14
9–12PM & 1–4PM
Introduction to Topic Modeling in R with ToPan

Oct. 15
10–1PM
Hands-On with Example Corpora (individual corpora welcome!)

This two-day workshop will introduce faculty, students, & staff to topic modeling and help them apply it to a textual corpus of their choice - all languages welcome. No programming experience necessary!

Registration is limited to 24: Please contact Joanna.Swafford@tufts.edu, follow the QRC, or go to http://bit.ly/2hhYdsp to register.